
Pagosa Springs Municipal
Traffic Fine, Surcharge, and Point Schedule

Model Traffic 

Code Section
Description of Violation

Common 

Code

Fine and 

Surcharge

School or 

Construction 

Zone

Point(s) Class

General Traffic Regulations

MTC 107

Failed or refused to comply with the lawful order or direction of 

any peace officer with authority to direct, control, or regulate 

traffic

900 SUM 3 MT2

MTC 109 (1)
Motorized bicycle rider violated provisions of Model Traffic 

Code (State specific violation)
924 $15.00 + $7.00 $30.00 + $13.00 0 TIB

MTC 109 (2)
Failed to ride motorized bicycle upon or astride a permanent and 

regular seat attached thereto
925 $15.00 + $7.00 $30.00 + $13.00 0 TIB

MTC 109 (3)
Motorized bicycle carried more persons than the number for 

which it was designed and equipped
925 $15.00 + $7.00 $30.00 + $13.00 0 TIB

MTC 109 (4)
Person on motorized bicycle, coaster, roller skates, sled, or toy 

vehicle attached themselves to a vehicle upon a roadway 
925 $15.00 + $7.00 $30.00 + $13.00 0 TIB

MTC 109 (5)
Failed to ride motorized bicycle as close to the right side of 

roadway as practicable
925 $15.00 + $7.00 $30.00 + $13.00 0 TIB

MTC 109 (6)
Rode motorized bicycles more than two abreast

925 $15.00 + $7.00 $30.00 + $13.00 0 TIB

MTC 109 (8)
Failed to ride or lead animal on side of roadway facing 

approaching traffic
408 $15.00 + $7.00 $30.00 + $13.00 0 TIB

MTC 109 (9)
Used skis, toboggan, coasting sled, skates, coaster, toy vehicle, or 

similar device on highway
901 $15.00 + $7.00 $30.00 + $13.00 0 TIB

MTC 109 (11)
Failed to use bicycle path when directed by official signs

926 $15.00 + $7.00 $30.00 + $13.00 0 TIB
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Code Section
Description of Violation

Common 

Code

Fine and 

Surcharge

School or 

Construction 

Zone

Point(s) Class

MTC 109 (12)
Parent or guardian authorized or permitted child to violate any 

provision of Section 109
901 $15.00 + $7.00 $30.00 + $13.00 0 TIB

MTC 109.5 (1)
Person operated neighborhood electric vehicle on a highway

961 SUM 0 TIB

MTC 109.5 (2)
Person operated neighborhood electric vehicle on a limited access 

highway
961 SUM 0 TIB

MTC 201 (1)
Number of persons in front seat of vehicle obstructed driver's 

vision
450 $35.00 + $11.00 0 TIA

MTC 201 (1)
Number of persons in front seat of vehicle interfered with driver's 

control of vehicle
451 $35.00 + $11.00 0 TIA

MTC 201 (2)
Drove vehicle when passenger is riding in a manner which 

endangers such passenger or others
457 $35.00 + $11.00 0 TIA

MTC 201 (3) Drove vehicle when television viewer or screen visible to driver 465 $35.00 + $11.00 0 TIA

MTC 201 (4) Driver's vision obstructed through required glass 452 $35.00 + $11.00 0 TIA

MTC 201 (5) Passenger interfered with/obstructed driver's view 453 $35.00 + $11.00 0 TIA

MTC 201 (5)
Driver permitted passenger to interfere with driver's view or 

control of vehicle
454 $35.00 + $11.00 0 TIA

MTC 201 (6)
Person attached themselves to outside, top, hood, or fenders of 

vehicle
456 $35.00 + $11.00 0 TIA

Vehicle Equipment
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MTC 201 (6)
Driver permitted person to attach themselves to outside, top, 

hood, or fenders of vehicle
457 $35.00 + $11.00 0 TIA

MTC 202 (1) Operated vehicle with defective headlamps 609 $35.00 + $11.00 1 TIA

MTC 203 (1)
Drove a defective or unsafe vehicle (Notice must accompany 

citation)
576 SUM 2 MT2

MTC 204 (1)
Operated vehicle without required use of vehicle lighting 

equipment
611 $15.00 + $7.00 2 TIA

MTC 205 (1) Operated vehicle without required head lamps 613 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 205 (2)
Operated motorcycle without head lamp or with more than two 

head lamps
614 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 205 (3)
Height of headlamp failed to meet requirements (measured more 

than fifty-four inches or less than twenty-four inches in height)
612 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 205.5 (1) (a) Motor vehicle had high intensity light improperly directed 999 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 205.5 (1) (b) Equipped vehicle with red or blue lights when unauthorized M9A SUM 0 M1

MTC 206 (1) Operated vehicle without required tail lamps 615 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 206 (2)
Height of tail lamp failed to meet requirements (measured more 

than seventy-two inches or less than twenty inches in height)
618 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 206 (3)
Operated vehicle with no or defective rear registration/license 

plate light
619 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB
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Code
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MTC 206 (4) Operated vehicle without required reflector 617 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 206 (5) 1958 or newer vehicle failed to have two reflectors as required 617 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 206 (6)
Height of reflector failed to meet requirements (measured more 

than sixty inches or less than twenty inches in height)
616 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 207 Operated vehicle without required vehicle clearance lamps 620 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 208 (1) Operated vehicle with no or defective stop lamps 623 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 208 (1) Operated vehicle with no or defective turn signals 624 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 208 (2)
Sold, offered for sale, or operated any vehicle manufactured after 

January 1, 1958, without required stop lamp (s)
623 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 208 (3)
Sold, offered for sale, or operated any vehicle without required 

electrical turn signals
624 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 209
Operated vehicle with no or improper lamp or flag on a projecting 

load
543 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIA

MTC 210 (2) Failed to operate lamps on parked vehicles when required 350 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 210 (3)
Failed to depress or dim head lamps on parked vehicle when 

required
350 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 211 (1)

(Farm equipment, farm tractor, implement of husbandry, animal 

drawn vehicle) not equipped with (lamps, reflectors) as required 

**SPECIFY VIOLATION

627 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 212 (1) Vehicle equipped with more than two spot lamps 544 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB
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MTC 212 (1) Improper use of spot lamp 628 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 212 (2)
Vehicle equipped with more than two fog lamps or lamps were 

less than twelve inches or more than thirty inches in height
544 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 212 (3)

Vehicle equipped with more than two auxiliary passing lamps or 

position of passing lamps failed to meet requirements (less than 

twenty inches or more than forty-two inches in height)

544 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 212 (4)

Vehicle equipped with more than two auxiliary driving lamps or 

position of driving lamps did not meet requirements (less than 

sixteen inches or more than forty-two inches in height)

544 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 213 (1) Insufficient or defective audible signal on emergency vehicle 545 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIA

MTC 213 (2) Insufficient or defective visual signal on emergency vehicle 546 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIA

MTC 213 (4)
Unauthorized or improper use of green light on motor or 

emergency vehicle
539 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIA

MTC 214 (1) Failed to equip service vehicle with required visual signals 645 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 214 (2)
Failed to activate visual signals on a service vehicle when 

required
645 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 215(1) Stop lamps or devices failed to meet requirements N/A $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 215(1) Vehicle not equipped with stop lamps as required N/A $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB
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MTC 215 (2) Signal lamps or devices failed to meet requirements 629 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 215 (2) Vehicle did not have turn signals as required 630 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 215 (3) Stop lamp or signal lamp projected a glaring or dazzling light N/A $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 215 (4) Improper number of cowl or fender lamps N/A $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 215 (4) Cowl or fender lamp emitted improper color or glaring light N/A $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 215 (5) Improper number of running board courtesy lamps N/A $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 215 (5)
Running board courtesy lamps emitted improper color or glaring 

light
N/A $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 215 (6) Backup lamps or devices failed to meet requirements N/A $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 215 (7) Warning lamps or devices failed to meet requirements N/A $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 215 (8)
Vehicle over eighty inches in width failed to display 

identification lamps as required
N/A $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 215.5 Street rod or custom vehicle misused blue dot tail lights N/A $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 216 (2) Vehicle not equipped with multiple-beam indicator 631 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 217 (1) Improper headlight distribution 633 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIA
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MTC 217 (1) (a) Failed to dim lights when approaching an oncoming vehicle 632 $15.00 + $7.00 2 TIA

MTC 217 (1) (b) Failed to dim lights when following another vehicle 632 $15.00 + $7.00 2 TIA

MTC 218 Single beam head lamps failed to meet requirements 634 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 219 Operated vehicle with an excess number of lamps 635 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 220 (1) (a)
Failed to display required lighting/reflector on motorized bicycle 

when required
931 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 220 (1) (b)
Operated motorized bicycle without required audible signal 

device or with unauthorized siren or whistle
931 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 220 (1)(c) Motorized bicycle not equipped with required brake 931 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 220 (2) Motor-driven cycle not equipped with required head lamp 931 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 221 (2) Bicycle not equipped with front lamp (visible 500 feet to front) 931 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 221 (3)
Bicycle not equipped with rear red reflector (visible 600 feet to 

rear)
931 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 221 (4)
Bicycle not equipped with required side reflective material or 

lamps
931 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 221 (6) Bicycle equipped with unauthorized siren or whistle 551 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 221 (7) Bicycle not equipped with required brake 931 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB
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MTC 221 (8) Sold bicycle without a permanent identification number attached N/A $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 222 (1)
Improper emergency equipment on volunteer 

firefighter/ambulance vehicles
638 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 222 (1)
Misuse of emergency equipment by volunteer 

firefighter/ambulance attendants
644 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 223 (1) (a) Operated vehicle without required or adequate brakes 548 $15.00 + $7.00 2 TIA

MTC 223 (1) (b)
Operated motorcycle or motorized bicycle without required 

brake(s)
548 $15.00 + $7.00 2 TIA

MTC 223 (1)(c)
Operated trailer or semi trailer with gross weight of three 

thousand pounds or more without required brakes
549 $15.00 + $7.00 2 TIA

MTC 223 (1) (d)
Constructed, sold, or operated motor vehicle, trailer, or semi 

trailer without required service brakes on all wheels
548 $15.00 + $7.00 2 TIA

MTC 223 (2) Performance of service or hand brake did not meet requirements 548 $15.00 + $7.00 2 TIA

MTC 224 (1) Operated motor vehicle without required horn or warning device 550 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 224 (2) Operated motor vehicle with unauthorized audible device 551 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 224 (3)
Operated bicycle or motorized bicycle with unauthorized audible 

device
551 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 225 (1)
Operated vehicle without a muffler, an inadequate muffler or a 

modified muffler system that failed to reduce noise
552 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 225 (1.5)

Operated vehicle equipped with an engine compression brake 

without a muffler, an inadequate muffler or a modified muffler 

system that failed to reduce noise

581
$500.00 + 

$186.00
0 TIB
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MTC 226 (1) Vehicle did not have rearview mirror(s) 553 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 226 (1) Rearview mirror did not permit minimum 200 foot vision 554 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 227 (1)
Operated vehicle with illegal window tinting or obstructed 

windshield
466 $50.00 + $17.00 0 TIB

MTC 227 (2)
Operated motor vehicle with no or defective device for cleaning 

rain, snow, or other moisture from windshield
555 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 227 (3)(b)
Person installed, covered, treated windows/windshield with 

unauthorized material
466 SUM 0 M

MTC 228 (1) Solid rubber tire failed to be at least one inch thick 556 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIA

MTC 228 (3) Tire had (block/flange/cleat/spike) protruding from rubber 556 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIA

MTC 228 (5) Operated a vehicle with improper or unsafe tires 556 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIA

MTC 228 (6)
Operated vehicle on highway with tires designed for non-highway 

use
556 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIA

MTC 228 (8) Sold a vehicle with improper or unsafe tires 556 SUM 0 MT2

MTC 229 (4) Operated motor vehicle without approved front windshield 572 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 230 (1)
Truck/Bus operator failed to carry emergency reflective triangles 

as required
640 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 230 (2) Truck/Bus operator failed to activate hazard signals 641 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB
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MTC 230 (3)
Truck/Bus operator failed to use required emergency reflective 

triangles as required
641 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 231 Operated vehicle with parking lights when headlights required 642 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 232 (1)
Operated motorcycle or motor-driven cycle without 

driver/passenger eye protection
161 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIA

MTC 232 (2)
Operated motorcycle or motor-driven cycle without passenger 

footrests
161 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIA

MTC 234 (1) Failed to display slow-moving vehicle emblem 565 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 234 (3) Misused slow-moving vehicle emblem 565 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 235 (2)
Commercial vehicle failed to comply with D.P.S. rules and 

regulations governing safety standards and specifications
713 $50.00 + $17.00 0 MT2

MTC 236 (2)(a)(I)

Failed to provide or properly use a rear-facing child restraint 

system for child less than one year old and less than twenty 

pounds

574 $65.00 + $17.00 0 TIB

MTC 236 (2)(a)(II)

Failed to properly place child under four years of age and 

weighing under forty pounds in an approved child restraint 

system 

574 $65.00 + $17.00 0 TIB

MTC 236 (2) (b) (I)

Failed to properly place child over four years of age but less than 

six years of age who is less than fifty-five inches tall in an 

approved child booster seat or approved child safety-belt 

positioning device

574 $65.00 + $17.00 0 TIB

MTC 236 (2)(b)(II)

Failed to properly place child over six years of age but less than 

sixteen years of age who is more than fifty-five inches tall in the 

motor vehicle's safety belt restraint.  

574 $65.00 + $17.00 0 TIB
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MTC 237 (2) Drove vehicle when safety belt not in use 575 $65.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 237 (2)
Drove vehicle when front seat passenger not secured by safety 

belt
960 $65.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 502 (1) Width of vehicle exceeded eight feet six inches 510 $75.00 + $25.00 0 TIB

MTC 502 (2)(a) Load of loose hay exceeded twelve feet in width 513 $75.00 + $25.00 0 TIB

MTC 502(2)(b)
Load of small rectangular hay bales on a vehicle and trailer 

exceeded ten feet six inches in width
513 $75.00 + $25.00 0 TIB

MTC 502 (3)
Operated vehicle with chain, rope, wire, or other equipment 

dragging, swinging, or projecting
561 $75.00 + $25.00 0 TIB

MTC 502 (4) Width of passenger bus exceeded eight feet six inches 511 $75.00 + $25.00 0 TIB

MTC 502 (5)(b) Width of recreational vehicle exceeded nine feet six inches N/A $75.00 + $25.00 0 TIB

MTC 503 Load projected beyond fender of left side of passenger vehicle 515 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 503
Load projected more than six inches beyond right side of 

passenger vehicle
516 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 504 (1) Height of vehicle exceeded thirteen feet 518 $75.00 + $25.00 0 TIB

MTC 504 (1)
Height of vehicle exceeded fourteen feet six inches on designated 

highway
519 $75.00 + $25.00 0 TIB

MTC 504 (2) Length of single vehicle exceeded forty-five feet 520 $75.00 + $25.00 0 TIB

MTC 504 (2) Length of bus exceeded sixty feet 520 $75.00 + $25.00 0 TIB

MTC 504 (2) Length of school bus exceeded forty feet N/A $75.00 + $25.00 0 TIB

MTC 504 (3) Passenger bus exceeded height of thirteen feet six inches N/A $75.00 + $25.00 0 TIB

MTC 504 (3)
Operated passenger bus with height exceeding fourteen feet six 

inches on improper roadway
519 $75.00 + $25.00 0 MT2

MTC 504 (4) Combination of vehicles exceeded four units 521 $75.00 + $25.00 0 TIB

Overweight – Oversized Vehicles
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MTC 504 (4) Combination of vehicles exceeded seventy feet in length 521 $75.00 + $25.00 0 TIB

MTC 504 (4.5)
Saddle mount, laden truck tractor semi trailer, or auto/boat 

transporter exceeded four units
521 $75.00 + $25.00 0 TIB

MTC 504 (4.5)
Saddle mount, laden truck tractor semi trailer, or auto/boat 

transporter exceeded seventy-five feet in length
521 $75.00 + $25.00 0 TIB

MTC 504 (5) Load projected beyond grill assembly or front wheels of a vehicle 517 $75.00 + $25.00 0 TIB

MTC 504 (5) Projecting load on vehicle obstructed driver's vision 462 $75.00 + $26.00 0 TIB

MTC 504 (6) Load projected more than ten feet to the rear of a vehicle 529 $75.00 + $25.00 0 TIB

MTC 505 Operated longer vehicle combination where prohibited 521 $75.00 + $25.00 0 TIB

MTC 506 (1) Drawbar or other tow connection not of sufficient strength 473 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 506 (1) Drawbar or other tow connection exceeded fifteen feet in length 473 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 506 (2) Failed to display white flag or cloth when towing vehicle 471 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 506 (3) Failed to use safety chain or cable on towed vehicle 472 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 507 (1)(a)
Gross weight on solid rubber or cushion tire exceeded eight 

thousand pounds
522

Reference 

Weight List for 

Fine

0 MT2

MTC 507 (1)(b) Gross weight on pneumatic tire exceeded nine thousand pounds 522

Reference 

Weight List for 

Fine

0 MT2

MTC 507 (2)(a)
Gross weight upon axle equipped with solid rubber or cushion 

tires exceeded sixteen thousand pounds
522

Reference 

Weight List for 

Fine

0 MT2

MTC 507 (2)(b)
Gross weight upon axle equipped with pneumatic tires exceeded 

twenty thousand pounds
522

Reference 

Weight List for 

Fine

0 MT2
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MTC 507 (2)(b.5)

Gross weight upon axle of digger derrick or bucket boom truck 

equipped with pneumatic tires exceeded twenty-one thousand 

pounds

522

Reference 

Weight List for 

Fine

0 MT2

MTC 507 (2)(c)
Gross weight upon tandem axle equipped with pneumatic tires 

exceeded thirty-six thousand pounds on an interstate highway
522

Reference 

Weight List for 

Fine

0 MT2

MTC 507 (2)(c)
Gross weight upon tandem axle equipped with pneumatic tires 

exceeded forty thousand pounds
522

Reference 

Weight List for 

Fine

0 MT2

MTC 507 (5) Gross weight on steel tire exceeded five hundred pounds 522

Reference 

Weight List for 

Fine

0 MT2

MTC 508 (1)(a)(II)
Gross weight of two-axle vehicle exceeded thirty-six thousand 

pounds on highway, bridge, or interstate system
523

Reference 

Weight List for 

Fine

0 MT2

MTC 508(1)(a)(III)
Gross weight of vehicle with three or more axles exceeded fifty-

four thousand pounds on highway, bridge, or interstate system
523

Reference 

Weight List for 

Fine

0 MT2

MTC 508 (1)(b)
Gross weight of vehicle or combination of vehicles exceeded 

eighty-five thousand pounds
523

Reference 

Weight List for 

Fine

0 MT2

MTC 508 

(1)(c)(III)

Gross weight of vehicle or combination of vehicles exceeded 

eighty-five thousand pounds
523

Reference 

Weight List for 

Fine

0 MT2

MTC 508 

(1)(c)(IV)

Vehicle in combination of vehicles carried less than ten percent 

of the overall gross weight of the combination of vehicles
523

Reference 

Weight List for 

Fine

0 MT2
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Code

Fine and 

Surcharge

School or 

Construction 

Zone

Point(s) Class

MTC 509 (3) Failed or refused to stop for weighing load or vehicle 525 $50.00 + $17.00 0 MT2

MTC 510
Exceeded maximum permitted weight on axle, or gross weight 

authorized by transport permit
527

Reference 

Weight List for 

Fine

0 MT2

MTC 510
Failed to have escort vehicle when required by 

oversize/overweight permit
527

$250.00 + 

$93.50
0 MT2

MTC 510
Failed to reduce speed when required by oversize/overweight 

permit
527

$250.00 + 

$93.50
0 MT2

MTC 512(1)
Operated vehicle/object/contrivance that caused damage to a 

highway/highway structure
495 $75.00 + $25.00 0 TIA

MTC 603(1) Disobeyed official traffic device: sign/signal/marking 300
$100.00 + 

$11.00
$200.00 + $21.00 4 TIA

MTC 604 Pedestrian disregarded or failed to obey traffic control signal 400
$100.00 + 

$11.00
$220.00 + $21.00 0 TIA

MTC 604 Made right or left turn on red light when prohibited by sign 271
$100.00 + 

$11.00
$200.00 + $21.00 4 TIA

MTC 604 Failed to obey traffic control signal 304
$100.00 + 

$11.00
$200.00 + $21.00 4 TIA

MTC 604 Failed to stop for traffic control signal at place required 305
$100.00 + 

$11.00
$200.00 + $21.00 4 TIA

MTC 604 Failed to yield on right turn after stop at red light 370
$100.00 + 

$11.00
$200.00 + $21.00 3 TIA

MTC 604 Failed to obey lane use control signal 220
$100.00 + 

$11.00
$200.00 + $21.00 4 TIA

MTC 605 (1)(a) Disobeyed requirements at a flashing red signal 310 $70.00 + $11.00 $140.00 + $21.00 4 TIA

MTC 605 (1)(b) Disobeyed requirements at a flashing yellow signal 310 $70.00 + $11.00 $140.00 + $21.00 4 TIA

Signals – Signs – Markings
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Point(s) Class

MTC 606 (1)
Displayed an unauthorized sign/signal/marking or traffic control 

device
311 $15.00 + $7.00 $30.00 + $13.00 0 TIA

MTC 607 (1)
Removed/altered/defaced/knocked down/injured traffic control 

sign or device or attempted to do so
314 $50.00 + $17.00 $100.00 + $33.00 0 TIB

MTC 607 (2) Interfered with traffic control device by using electronic device 312
$100.00 + 

$33.00
$200.00 + $65.00 3 TIB

MTC 608 (1) Failed to display turn signals (hand or lamp) when required 433 $70.00 + $7.00 $140.00 + $13.00 2 TIA

MTC 608 (2) Vehicle not equipped with turn signals as required 540 $15.00 + $7.00 $30.00 + $13.00 0 TIA

MTC 609 Failed to display proper hand signal 433 $15.00 + $7.00 $30.00 + $13.00 2 TIA

MTC 610 Displayed an unauthorized insignia 541 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 611 (2) Unauthorized use of distress flag 970 SUM 0 M

MTC 612 (1)
Driver disregarded procedures for inoperative/malfunctioning 

traffic signals
320 $70.00 + $11.00 $140.00 + $21.00 4 TIA

MTC 612 (2)
Pedestrian interfered with vehicle traffic at inoperative or 

malfunctioning signal
320 $70.00 + $11.00 $140.00 + $21.00 4 TIA

MTC 613 Failure to pay required fee, rate, or charge N/A
$100.00 + 

$11.00
0 TIA

MTC 701 Driver on left failed to yield to driver on right at intersection 371 $70.00 + $11.00 $140.00 + $21.00 3 TIA

MTC 702 Failed to yield to oncoming traffic when making a left turn 278 $70.00 + $11.00 $140.00 + $21.00 3 TIA

MTC 703 (3) Failed to stop at stop sign 319 $70.00 + $11.00 $140.00 + $21.00 4 TIA

MTC 703 (3) Failed to yield when proceeding from a stop sign 373 $70.00 + $11.00 $140.00 + $21.00 3 TIA

MTC 703 (4) Failed to yield when proceeding from a yield sign 372 $70.00 + $11.00 $140.00 + $21.00 3 TIA

MTC 704
Failed to yield when entering roadway from any place other than 

another roadway
374 $70.00 + $11.00 $140.00 + $21.00 3 TIA

MTC 705 Failure to yield right of way to an emergency vehicle 375 $70.00 + $17.00 $140.00 + $33.00 4 TIA

Rights of Way
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School or 
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MTC 706 Disregarded railroad signal, crossing gate, barricade, or flagman 315 $70.00 + $11.00 4 TIA

MTC 706 (1) Disregarded stop sign at railroad crossing 316 $70.00 + $11.00 4 TIA

MTC 707
School bus or commercial vehicle failed to stop at railroad grade 

crossing when required
317 $70.00 + $11.00 4 TIA

MTC 708
Violated restrictions regarding heavy equipment movement at 

railroad grade crossing
318 $35.00 + $11.00 0 TIB

MTC 709
Driver obstructed other vehicles at an 

intersection/crosswalk/railroad grade crossing
952 $70.00 + $11.00 $140.00 + $21.00 3 TIA

MTC 710 (1)

Failed to yield to pedestrian on sidewalk or sidewalk area when 

proceeding from  alley, driveway, building, parking lot, or other 

place

378 $70.00 + $11.00 $140.00 + $21.00 4 TIA

MTC 710 (2)
Failed to yield to pedestrian when entering alley, driveway, or 

entranceway
378 $70.00 + $11.00 $140.00 + $21.00 4 TIA

MTC 710 (3) Drove vehicle on sidewalk or sidewalk area 166 $70.00 + $11.00 $140.00 + $21.00 3 TIA

MTC 711 (1) Failure to obey requirements for mountain/defile/canyon driving 146
$100.00 + 

$11.00
$200.00 + $21.00 3 TIA

MTC 711 (2) Failed to yield to ascending vehicle on narrow mountain highway 146
$100.00 + 

$11.00
$220.00 + $21.00 3 TIA

MTC 712 (1) Failed to yield to vehicle or pedestrian engaged in highway work 382 $70.00 + $11.00 $140.00 + $21.00 3 TIA

MTC 712 (2)
Failed to yield to authorized service vehicle displaying flashing 

yellow light
382 $70.00 + $11.00 $140.00 + $21.00 3 TIA

MTC 801 (1) Pedestrian failed to obey traffic control device or signal 401 $15.00 + $7.00 $30.00 + $13.00 0 TIB

MTC 802 (1) Failed to yield to pedestrian in crosswalk 376 $30.00 + $7.00 $140.00 + $21.00 4 TIA

Pedestrians
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MTC 802 (3)
Pedestrian suddenly left curb/place of safety and entered into the 

path of a moving vehicle
411 $15.00 + $7.00 $30.00 + $13.00 0 TIA

MTC 802 (4) Driver overtook and passed vehicle stopped for pedestrian 203 $30.00 + $7.00 $60.00 + $13.00 3 TIA

MTC 802 (5) Failed to yield to pedestrian at steady walk signal 377 $15.00 + $7.00 $140.00 + $21.00 4 TIA

MTC 803 (1)
Pedestrian failed to yield to vehicles when crossing at a point 

other than a crosswalk
402 $15.00 + $7.00 $30.00 + $13.00 0 TIB

MTC 803 (2)
Pedestrian failed to yield to vehicles where a pedestrian tunnel or 

overhead pedestrian crossing was provided
402 $15.00 + $7.00 $30.00 + $13.00 0 TIB

MTC 803 (3) Pedestrian failed to use crosswalk 407 $15.00 + $7.00 $30.00 + $13.00 0 TIB

MTC 803 (4) Pedestrian crossed diagonally when unauthorized 407 $15.00 + $7.00 $30.00 + $13.00 0 TIB

MTC 805 (1)
Pedestrian (walking or in wheelchair) or animal rider failed to 

travel on left side of road or in the required manner
408 $15.00 + $7.00 $30.00 + $13.00 0 TIB

MTC 805 (2) Solicited ride when standing in roadway 404 $15.00 + $7.00 $30.00 + $13.00 0 TIB

MTC 805 (3)
Pedestrian on highway under the influence of alcohol/controlled 

substance
803 $15.00 + $7.00 $30.00 + $13.00 0 TIB

MTC 805 (4)
Animal rider on highway under the influence of 

alcohol/controlled substance
802 $15.00 + $7.00 $30.00 + $13.00 0 TIB

MTC 805 (7)
Driver picked up pedestrian in area which endangered or impeded 

traffic
160 $15.00 + $7.00 $30.00 + $13.00 0 TIB

MTC 805 (8) Pedestrian failed to yield to emergency vehicle 410 $15.00 + $7.00 $30.00 + $13.00 0 TIB

MTC 806 Drove vehicle through or within a pedestrian safety zone 145 $70.00 + $11.00 $140.00 + $21.00 3 TIA

MTC 807 Failed to exercise due care when approaching a pedestrian 381 $70.00 + $11.00 $140.00 + $21.00 4 TIA

MTC 808 Driver failed to yield to disabled person 380 $70.00 + $11.00 $140.00 + $21.00 6 TIA

MTC 808 Pedestrian failed to yield to a disabled person 999 $70.00 + $11.00 $140.00 + $21.00 0 TIA

MTC 901 (1)(a) Driver executed right turn from wrong position or lane 274 $70.00 + $11.00 $140.00 + $21.00 3 TIA

MTC 901 (1)(b) Driver executed left turn from wrong position or lane 273 $70.00 + $11.00 $140.00 + $21.00 3 TIA

Turning – Stopping
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MTC 901 (1)(c) Made improper left turn at multi-turn intersection 280 $70.00 + $11.00 $140.00 + $21.00 3 TIA

MTC 901 (1)(c) Failed to turn as required by traffic control device 276 $70.00 + $11.00 $140.00 + $21.00 3 TIA

MTC 901 (1)(c) Failed to turn from turn only lane 276 $70.00 + $11.00 $140.00 + $21.00 3 TIA

MTC 902 (1) Made U-turn on a curve or a hill 270 $70.00 + $11.00 $140.00 + $21.00 3 TIA

MTC 902 (2) Made unsafe U-turn at an intersection 270 $70.00 + $11.00 $140.00 + $21.00 3 TIA

MTC 902 (3) Made U-turn where prohibited by sign 270 $70.00 + $11.00 $140.00 + $21.00 3 TIA

MTC 903 (1) Failed to signal or gave improper signal for turn or lane change 433 $70.00 + $11.00 $140.00 + $21.00 2 TIA

MTC 903 (2)
Failed to signal or gave improper signal proper distance before 

turn
433 $70.00 + $11.00 $140.00 + $21.00 2 TIA

MTC 903 (3) Failed to signal or gave improper signal before stop 433 $70.00 + $11.00 $140.00 + $21.00 2 TIA

MTC 903 (4) Improper use of flashing turn signal 433 $70.00 + $11.00 $140.00 + $21.00 2 TIA

MTC 1001 (1)
Failed to drive on the right side of road or in right-hand lane 

when required
250 $70.00 + $11.00 $140.00 + $21.00 4 TIA

MTC 1001 (1)(b) Failed to yield when forced to drive on left side of road 251 $70.00 + $11.00 $140.00 + $21.00 4 TIA

MTC 1001 (2) Slower vehicle failed to drive in right hand lane 250 $70.00 + $11.00 $140.00 + $21.00 0 TIA

MTC 1001 (3) Drove vehicle to the left of the center line 250 $70.00 + $11.00 $140.00 + $21.00 4 TIA

MTC 1002 Failure to yield one-half of roadway to oncoming traffic 190
$100.00 + 

$11.00
$200.00 + $21.00 4 TIA

MTC 1003 (1)(a) Unsafe passing 192
$100.00 + 

$11.00
$200.00 + $21.00 4 TIA

MTC 1003 (1)(b) Driver failed to give way when overtaken 193
$100.00 + 

$11.00
$200.00 + $21.00 3 TIA

MTC 1004 Passed on right when unauthorized or unsafe 194
$100.00 + 

$11.00
$200.00 + $21.00 4 TIA

Driving – Overtaking – Passing
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MTC 1005 (1) Passed on left when not clear to traffic 195
$100.00 + 

$11.00
$200.00 + $21.00 4 TIA

MTC 1005 (1) Passed without giving oncoming traffic sufficient clearance 201
$100.00 + 

$11.00
$200.00 + $21.00 4 TIA

MTC 1005 (2)(a) Passed on hill or curve when view obstructed 197
$100.00 + 

$11.00
$200.00 + $21.00 4 TIA

MTC 1005 (2)(b)
Passed when crossing within 100 feet of intersection or railroad 

crossing
196

$100.00 + 

$11.00
$200.00 + $21.00 4 TIA

MTC 1005 (2)(c)
Passed within 100 feet of bridge, tunnel, viaduct when view 

obstructed
200

$100.00 + 

$11.00
$200.00 + $21.00 4 TIA

MTC 1005 (3) Passed on left when prohibited by signs or markings 199
$100.00 + 

$11.00
$200.00 + $21.00 4 TIA

MTC 1006 (1) Drove the wrong way on a one-way roadway 254 $70.00 + $11.00 $140.00 + $21.00 3 TIA

MTC 1006 (2) Drove on wrong side of rotary traffic island 256 $70.00 + $11.00 $140.00 + $21.00 3 TIA

MTC 1007 (1)(a) Changed lanes when unsafe 221
$100.00 + 

$11.00
$200.00 + $21.00 3 TIA

MTC 1007 (1)(a) Failed to drive in single lane (weaving) 223
$100.00 + 

$11.00
$200.00 + $21.00 3 TIA

MTC 1007 (1)(b) Improper use of passing lane 224
$100.00 + 

$11.00
$200.00 + $21.00 3 TIA

MTC 1007 (1)(b) Attempted to pass or passed on shoulder of right hand traffic lane 222
$100.00 + 

$11.00
$200.00 + $21.00 4 TIA

MTC 1007 (1)(c) Specified traffic failed to use proper lane 225
$100.00 + 

$11.00
$200.00 + $21.00 3 TIA

MTC 1007 (1)(d) Changed lanes when prohibited by traffic control device 300
$100.00 + 

$11.00
$200.00 + $21.00 4 TIA
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MTC 1008 (1) Following too closely 142
$100.00 + 

$11.00
$200.00 + $21.00 4 TIA

MTC 1008 (2) Unlawful following by vehicle drawing another vehicle 165
$100.00 + 

$11.00
$200.00 + $21.00 4 TIA

MTC 1008 (3) Following too closely in motorcade 143
$100.00 + 

$11.00
$200.00 + $21.00 4 TIA

MTC 1009 Coasted vehicle when prohibited 147 $70.00 + $11.00 $140.00 + $21.00 3 TIA

MTC 1010 (1)
Improper turn or turned where prohibited across median of 

divided highway
279 $70.00 + $11.00 $140.00 + $21.00 3 TIA

MTC 1010 (1) Drove vehicle on wrong side of divided highway 253 $70.00 + $11.00 $140.00 + $21.00 4 TIA

MTC 1010 (1)
Vehicle crossed roadway dividing space, median, or barrier in an 

unlawful manner
227 $70.00 + $11.00 $140.00 + $21.00 3 TIA

MTC 1010 (2)(a) Failed to drive as required on a controlled access highway 152 $70.00 + $11.00 3 TIA

MTC 1010 (2)(b) Improper use of acceleration lane 152 $70.00 + $11.00 3 TIA

MTC 1010 (2)(b) Improper freeway entry 228 $70.00 + $11.00 4 TIA

MTC 1010 (2)(c) Improper use of deceleration lane 152 $70.00 + $11.00 3 TIA

MTC 1010 (2)(c) Improper use of exit lane 152 $70.00 + $11.00 3 TIA

MTC 1011 (1) Improper use of a runaway vehicle ramp 231
$200.00 + 

$33.00
$400.00 + $65.00 3 TIA

MTC 1011 (2) Obstructed a runaway vehicle ramp 231
$200.00 + 

$33.00
$400.00 + $65.00 3 TIA

MTC 1012 Unlawful driving in a high occupancy vehicle lane 232 $65.00 + $1.00 0 TIA

MTC 1101 (1) Speeding 1-4 miles per hour over prima facie limit 020 $30.00 + $17.00 $60.00 + $23.00 0 TIA

MTC 1101 (1) Speeding 5-9 miles per hour over prima facie limit 004 $70.00 + $21.00 $140.00 + $31.00 1 TIA

MTC 1101 (1) Speeding 10-19 miles per hour over prima facie limit 005
$135.00 + 

$27.00
$270.00 + $43.00 4 TIA

Speed Regulations
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MTC 1101 (1) Speeding 20-24 miles per hour over prima facie limit 006
$200.00 + 

$43.00
$540.00 + $75.00 6 TIA

MTC 1101 (1) Speeding 25-39 miles per hour over prima facie limit 006 SUM SUM 6 MT2

MTC 1101 (1) Speeding 40 miles per hour or more over prima facie limit 006 SUM SUM 12 MT2

MTC 1101 (3) Exceeded safe speed for conditions 007
$100.00 + 

$21.00
$220.00 + $31.00 3 TIA

MTC 1103 (1) Impeded normal flow of traffic on highway 008 $50.00 + $17.00 $100.00 + $23.00 3 TIA

MTC 1103 (2) Drove slower than minimum posted speed 008 $50.00 + $17.00 3 TIA

MTC 1103 (3) Impeded normal flow of traffic on controlled access highway 008 $50.00 + $17.00 3 TIA

MTC 1103 (4)
Failed to use special uphill traffic lane or roadside turnout as 

required
008 $50.00 + $17.00 3 TIA

MTC 1104 (1) Exceeded posted safe speed on elevated structure 009 $30.00 + $17.00 $100.00 + $23.00 3 TIA

MTC 1105 (1) Engaged in an (Acceleration/Speed)(Contest/Exhibition) 001 SUM 12 MT1

MTC 1105 (1) Aided or Abetted an (Acceleration/Speed)(Contest/Exhibition) 010 SUM 12 MT2

MTC 1105 (2) Obstructed highway incident to a speed contest 010 SUM 12 MT2

MTC 1201 Improper starting of a parked or stopped vehicle 144 $30.00 + $7.00 $60.00 + $13.00 3 TIA

MTC 1202 (Stopped/parked/abandoned) vehicle on paved portion of highway 350 $30.00 0 TIB

MTC 1203 Abandoned vehicle on public or private property without consent 350 $15.00 0 TIB

MTC 1204 (1)(a) Stopped, stood, or parked on sidewalk 350 $15.00 0 TIB

MTC 1204 (1) (b) Stopped, stood, or parked within an intersection 350 $15.00 0 TIB

MTC 1204 (1)(c) Stopped, stood, or parked on a crosswalk 350 $15.00 0 TIB

MTC 1204 (1)(d) Stopped, stood, or parked between safety zone and curb 350 $15.00 0 TIB

Parking Regulations
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MTC 1204 (1)(e)
Obstructed traffic by stopping, standing, or parking adjacent to 

street excavation or obstruction
350 $15.00 0 TIB

MTC 1204 (1)(f)
Stopped, stood, or parked on roadway side of another parked 

vehicle (double parking)
350 $15.00 0 TIB

MTC 1204 (1)(g)
Stopped, stood, or parked on bridge or elevated structure or in a 

tunnel
350 $15.00 0 TIB

MTC 1204 (1)(h) Stopped, stood, or parked on railroad tracks 350 $15.00 0 TIB

MTC 1204 (1)(i) Stopped, stood, or parked on controlled-access highway 350 $15.00 0 TIB

MTC 1204 (1)(j)
Stopped, stood, or parked between roadways of a divided 

highway
350 $15.00 0 TIB

MTC 1204 (1)(k) Stopped, stood, or parked where prohibited by signs 350 $15.00 0 TIB

MTC 1204(2)(a) Stood or parked within five feet of a public or private driveway 350 $15.00 0 TIB

MTC 1204 (2)(b) Stood or parked within fifteen feet of a fire hydrant 350 $15.00 0 TIB

MTC 1204 (2)(c)
Stood or parked within twenty feet of a crosswalk at an 

intersection
350 $15.00 0 TIB

MTC 1204 (2)(d) Stood or parked within thirty feet of a traffic control device 350 $15.00 0 TIB

MTC 1204 (2)(e)
Stood or parked within twenty feet of the driveway to a fire 

station
350 $15.00 0 TIB

MTC 1204 (2)(f) Stood where prohibited by signs 350 $15.00 0 TIB

MTC 1204 (3)(a) Parked within fifty feet of railroad crossing 350 $15.00 0 TIB

MTC 1204 (3)(b) Parked where prohibited by signs 350 $15.00 0 TIB

MTC 1204 (5)
Person moved vehicle not lawfully under his control into a 

prohibited parking area or away from a curb
354 $15.00 0 TIB

MTC 1205 (1) Parked on wrong side of roadway (two-way street) 350 $15.00 0 TIB

MTC 1205 (1) Parked more than twelve inches from curb (two-way street) 350 $15.00 0 TIB

MTC 1205 (2) Parked facing wrong direction (one-way street) 350 $15.00 0 TIB
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MTC 1205 (2) Parked more than twelve inches from curb (one-way street) 350 $15.00 0 TIB

MTC 1205 (3) Illegal angle parking on state highway 350 $15.00 0 TIB

MTC 1206 Failed to lock ignition of parked vehicle 350 $15.00 0 TIB

MTC 1206 Failed to remove key from parked vehicle 350 $15.00 0 TIB

MTC 1206 Parked vehicle without setting brake 350 $15.00 0 TIB

MTC 1206 Parked vehicle on grade without turning wheels to side of curb 350 $15.00 0 TIB

MTC 1207
Opened door or left dorr open into lane of traffice when not safe 

and interfered with traffic
916 $15.00 0 TIB

MTC 1208 (5) Improper use of disabled parking privileges when not disabled 362 $100.00 0 TIB

MTC 1208 (7)
Improper use of disability license plate or placard to receive 

disability privileges
362 SUM 0 TIB

MTC 1208 (9)
Stopped or parked a vehicle which blocked access to curb ramps 

or passenger loading zones for use by disabled persons
362 $100.00 0 TIB

MTC 1211 (1) Unsafe backing 153 $30.00 + $7.00 $60.00 + $13.00 2 TIA

MTC 1211 (2)
Backed vehicle on shoulder of roadway or controlled-access 

highway
154 $30.00 + $7.00 $60.00 + $13.00 2 TIA

MC SEC 18.2.2 Stopped, stood, or parked on designated snow route N/A

$50.00/$100.00 

for subsequent 

violtions within 

the same 

enforcement 

period

0 TIB

MTC 1401 (1) Reckless Driving 140 SUM SUM 8 MT2

Other Offenses
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MTC 1402 (1) Careless Driving 141
$150.00 + 

$17.00
$300.00 + $33.00 4 MT2

MTC 1402 (2) Careless Driving caused bodily injury 139 SUM SUM 4 MT1

MTC 1402 (2) Careless driving caused death 138 SUM SUM 4 MT1

MTC 1403 Followed fire apparatus when prohibited 149 $30.00 + $7.00 $60.00 + $13.00 3 TIA

MTC 1404 Drove over unprotected fire hose 150 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 1405 Person rode in trailer 156 $15.00 + $7.00 $30.00 + $13.00 0 TIB

MTC 1406 (1)(a) Threw or deposited injurious matter on highway 490 $35.00 + $11.00 $70.00 + $21.00 0 TIB

MTC 1406 (1)(b) Threw or deposited burning material on highway 491 SUM SUM 0 M2

MTC 1406 (2) Failed to immediately remove injurious matter from highway 491 $35.00 + $11.00 $70.00 + $21.00 0 TIB

MTC 1406 (3)
Person removing wrecked or damaged vehicle failed to remove 

glass or other injurious substance from highway
999 $35.00 + $11.00 $70.00 + $21.00 0 TIB

MTC 1406 (4) Excavated on highway without authorization 492 $35.00 + $11.00 $70.00 + $21.00 0 TIB

MTC 1406 (4) Constructed on highway without authorization 493 $35.00 + $11.00 $70.00 + $21.00 0 TIB

MTC 1407 (1) Spilled load or debris on highway 494 $35.00 + $11.00 $70.00 + $21.00 0 TIB

MTC 1407 (1) Failed to cover load as required 494 $35.00 + $11.00 $70.00 + $21.00 0 TIB

MTC 1407 (2)(a)
Illegally transported aggregate material with a diameter of less 

than one inch
N/A $35.00 + $11.00 0 TIB

MTC 1407.5 Vehicle not equipped with splash guards when required 579 $35.00 + $11.00 0 TIB

MTC 1408
Operated vehicle in park or recreation area in violation of 

restrictions
159 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB

MTC 1409 (1)
Owner operated vehicle or permitted vehicle to be operated 

without insurance
954 SUM 4 MT1

MTC 1409 (2) Driver operated vehicle without insurance 956 SUM 4 MT1

MTC 1409 (3)
Owner or operator failed to present evidence of insurance upon 

request
957 SUM 4 MT1

MTC 1411 Operated vehicle while wearing earphones 467 $15.00 + $7.00 0 TIB
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MC SEC 18.2.1
Rode/operated skateboard, bicycle, or skates where prohibited by 

signs 
N/A SUM 0 N/A

MTC 1412 (3)
Bicycle carried more persons than number for which it was 

designed
925 $15.00 + $7.00 $30.00 + $13.00 0 MT2

MTC 1412 (4) Bicycle rider attached himself to vehicle 925 $15.00 + $7.00 $30.00 + $13.00 0 MT2

MTC 1412 (5) Bicycle rider failed to use right hand lane when required 925 $15.00 + $7.00 $30.00 + $13.00 0 MT2

MTC 1412 (5)
Bicycle rider failed to ride as close to right-hand side as 

practicable when being overtaken
925 $15.00 + $7.00 $30.00 + $13.00 0 MT2

MTC 1412 (5) Bicycle rider failed to ride on suitable paved shoulder 925 $15.00 + $7.00 $30.00 + $13.00 0 MT2

MTC 1412 (6)(a) Bicycle riders failed to ride single file when required 925 $15.00 + $7.00 $30.00 + $13.00 0 MT2

MTC 1412 (6)(b) Bicycle riders failed to ride in single lane when riding two abreast 925 $15.00 + $7.00 $30.00 + $13.00 0 MT2

MTC 1412 (7) Bicycle rider failed to keep at least one hand on the handlebars 925 $15.00 + $7.00 $30.00 + $13.00 0 MT2

MTC 1412 (8)(a) Bicycle rider made an improper left turn 925 $15.00 + $7.00 $30.00 + $13.00 0 MT2

MTC 1412 (8)(b)
Bicycle rider intending to turn left disregarded official traffic 

control device
924 $15.00 + $7.00 $30.00 + $13.00 0 MT2

MTC 1412 (9)(a) Bicycle rider failed to signal for stop or turn 925 $15.00 + $7.00 $30.00 + $13.00 0 MT2

MTC 1412 (9)(b) Bicycle rider made improper signal for stop or turn 925 $15.00 + $7.00 $30.00 + $13.00 0 MT2

MTC 1412 (10)(a)
Bicycle rider failed to yield for pedestrian and/or give audible 

warning
925 $15.00 + $7.00 $30.00 + $13.00 0 MT2

MTC 1412 (10)(b) Rode bicycle where prohibited by traffic control device 924 $15.00 + $7.00 $30.00 + $13.00 0 MT2

MTC 1412 (10)(d)
Bicycle rider on sidewalk failed to dismount before entering 

roadway
925 $15.00 + $7.00 $30.00 + $13.00 0 MT2

MTC 1412 (11)(a) Parked bicycle were prohibited by traffic control device 924 $15.00 + $7.00 $30.00 + $13.00 0 MT2

MTC 1412 (11)(b) Parked bicycle impeded pedestrian or other traffic 924 $15.00 + $7.00 $30.00 + $13.00 0 MT2

MTC 1412 (11)(e) Parked bicycle illegally 924 $15.00 + $7.00 $30.00 + $13.00 0 MT2
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Model Traffic 

Code Section
Description of Violation

Common 

Code

Fine and 

Surcharge

School or 

Construction 

Zone

Point(s) Class

MTC 1413 Eluded or attempted to elude a police officer 011 SUM 12 MT2

MTC 1415 Unlawful use of dyed fuel 710
$500.00 + 

$157.00
0 TIB

MTC 1502 (1) Rode motorcycle or carried passenger in a prohibited manner 157 $30.00 + $7.00 $60.00 + $13.00 3 TIA

MTC 1502 (2) Rode motorcycle while positioned improperly 157 $30.00 + $7.00 $60.00 + $13.00 3 TIA

MTC 1502 (3) Operated motorcycle without both hands on the handlebars 157 $30.00 + $7.00 $60.00 + $13.00 3 TIA

MTC 1502 (4) Operated motorcycle while carrying person 157 $30.00 + $7.00 $60.00 + $13.00 3 TIA

MTC 1502 (4)
Passenger rode motorcycle in position which interfered with 

driver's control of motorcycle
157 $30.00 + $7.00 $60.00 + $13.00 3 TIA

MTC 1503 (1)
Operator of motor vehicle deprived motorcycle full use of traffic 

lane
226 $30.00 + $7.00 $60.00 + $13.00 3 TIA

MTC 1503 (2) Operator of motorcycle overtook or passed improperly 226 $30.00 + $7.00 $60.00 + $13.00 3 TIA

MTC 1503 (3)
Operated motorcycle between lanes of traffic or between adjacent 

lines or rows of vehicles
226 $30.00 + $7.00 $60.00 + $13.00 3 TIA

MTC 1503 (4) Operated motorcycles more than two abreast 226 $30.00 + $7.00 $60.00 + $13.00 3 TIA

MTC 1504
Person riding on a motorcycle attached him/herself to another 

vehicle
158 $30.00 + $7.00 $60.00 + $13.00 3 TIA

MTC 1601 (1)
Failed to remain at the scene/give information and/or aid after 

accident involving injury
120 SUM RA MT1

MTC 1602 (1)
Failed to give information and/or aid after damaging another 

vehicle
121 SUM 12 MT2

MTC 1602 (2) Failed to move vehicle involved in accident when practicable N/A SUM 0 MT2

MTC 1603 (1)
Driver failed to provide information after accident involving 

injury
122 SUM 12 MT2

Motorcycles

Accidents and Accident Reports
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Code
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MTC 1604 (1)
Left scene without providing required information after striking 

unattended vehicle or property
123 SUM 12 MT2

MTC 1606 (1) Failed to notify police of accident 125 SUM 12 MT2

MTC 1606 (1)
Failed to remain at or return to accident scene as directed by 

police
126 SUM 12 MT2

MTC 1607 (1)
Passenger failed to provide information after accident involving 

injury
M9B SUM 0 MT2

MTC 1901

Operated school bus on mountainous terrain with passengers in 

front row seats or seats next to emergency exits when bus not 

equipped with brake retarders

999 $35.00 + $11.00 0 TI

MTC 1903 (1)
Failed to stop for stopped school bus displaying flashing red 

lights
420 SUM 6 MT2

MTC 1903 (2) School bus driver failed to actuate visual signals as required 422 SUM 2 TI

MTC 1903 (5) School bus driver failed to stop as required 421 SUM 3 TI

School Buses
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